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Audi e-tron GT* enters series production: Carbon-
neutral production begins at the Böllinger Höfe 
 
• Neckarsulm site producing the first fully electric Audi to be built in Germany 

• Accepting orders from spring 2021 

• Audi Board of Management Member for Production Kössler: “Net carbon-neutral 

production at the Böllinger Höfe is another step toward the achievement of our 

sustainability goals” 

 

Neckarsulm/Heilbronn, December 9, 2020 – At the Böllinger Höfe, passion meets precision, 

innovation and sustainability: Series production of the fully electric-powered Audi e-tron GT* 

is getting underway there. High performance and environmental awareness go hand-in-hand 

here. With 100 percent eco-electricity and heat from regenerative sources, production is net 

carbon-neutral. The resource-conserving vehicle production process also avoids paper and 

packaging, uses an aluminum closed loop, and in a first for a new Audi model was planned 

without any physical prototypes at all. 

 

Series production of the Audi e-tron GT*, the brand’s most powerful electric vehicle is launching 

at the Neckarsulm site. The production process at the Audi Böllinger Höfe is every bit as unique 

as the car itself. No vehicle bearing the four rings has ever been readied for series production as 

quickly. “As the electric and sporty spearhead of the Audi product portfolio, the e-tron GT* is 

also a perfect fit for the Neckarsulm site, especially for the Böllinger Höfe sports car production 

facility,” says plant manager Helmut Stettner. That series production could be started on time 

despite the corona pandemic is the result of pooled competences and outstanding teamwork. 

The Neckarsulm site had already been a focus site for plug-in hybrids, boasting the highest 

density of electrified models at Audi with the plug-in and mild hybrid versions of the A6, A7 and 

A8. “With the Audi e-tron GT*, we are producing the brand’s first fully electric car to be built at a 

German production site and are thus taking another giant step toward the future,” adds 

Stettner. 

 

Net carbon-neutral production of the Audi e-tron GT* 

It’s not just the Gran Turismo’s drive concept that is sustainable: The entire production process 

at the Böllinger Höfe is net carbon-neutral. In early 2020, the entire Neckarsulm site began 

using exclusively eco-electricity. A combined heat-and-power plant fired with biogas provides 

the heat required for production at the Böllinger Höfe. Audi uses carbon credits from certified 
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climate protection projects to offset emissions that currently cannot be avoided using renewable 

sources of energy. “Following in the footsteps of the Brussels and Győr sites, the Böllinger Höfe 

is now the first Audi production facility in Germany where production operations are net carbon-

neutral.  

This is an important milestone for the Neckarsulm site and another step along our path to 

carbonneutral production sites worldwide by 2025,” says Peter Kössler, Audi Board of 

Management Member for Production and Logistics, summarizing the central goal of the 

Mission:Zero program at Audi.  

The Mission:Zero environmental program comprises a variety of measures in production and 

logistics to effectively and sustainably reduce the ecological footprint. Focal points include 

decarbonization, resource efficiency, biodiversity and innovation solutions for using water. 

 

Green logistics: climate neutral to the plant 

On the path toward carbon-neutral production, Audi is taking a consistent approach and 

considering the entire value chain. Logistics is thus just as important as vehicle production itself. 

All of the rail traffic with DB Cargo at the Neckarsulm site is climate neutral. A variety of 

locomotives with CNG (compressed natural gas) or electric drives are used for shunting between 

the trailer yard and the plant grounds. At the initiative of Audi experts, a key carrier also uses 

trucks powered with biomethane for the road transport of its shipments. And two trucks 

powered with LNG (liquefied natural gas) are already being used to deliver parts to the site over 

longer distances. 

 

Closed loops protect the environment 

Important resources are also being conserved and raw materials recycled at the site, too. The 

best example of this is the “Aluminum Closed Loop.” This refers to a closed recycling chain for 

aluminum sheet offcuts produced in the press shop at the Neckarsulm site, such as during 

manufacture of the sidewall frame for the Audi e-tron GT*. With an extreme drawing depth of 

35 centimeters (13.8 in) between the highest and lowest point, it is responsible for the 

pronounced shoulders above the wheel arches and thus forms the extremely distinctive quattro 

blisters of the e-tron GT. Every last technical possibility in the demanding processing of 

aluminum is tapped to do this. Thanks to the Aluminum Closed Loop, the site saves several 

thousand metric tons of CO2 emissions each year by returning homogeneous aluminum sheet 

offcuts to the supplier, where they are recycled and ultimately reused at Audi.  

 

But ecological thinking doesn’t stop with aluminum. The motto for the recycling of polymers is: 

“turning the old into the new.” In a current pilot project, polymer waste from A6 and A7 

assembly is sorted homogeneously, chopped up and then processed into special fibers. These 

filaments are then used in the 3D printers for the production process. The internal 3D printing 

team at the Böllinger Höfe is specialized on a wide variety of assembly aids precisely tailored to 
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the requirements of the employees. Over 100 of these aids are used in the production of the 

Audi e-tron GT*. The aim of the recycling project is to create a perfect polymer closed loop. 

 

Systematically conserving resources 

The closed loops are not the only approaches to conserve raw materials. The e-tron GT* is the 

first Audi whose production was planned without the use of any physical prototypes. All 

assembly sequences were tested virtually using software developed in-house and virtual reality 

applications, and are now being used successfully in practice in series production. Some of the 

special containers for the transport of sensitive parts were also planned without prototypes 

using the new virtual method. This saves metal, but also packaging to protect the parts. 

Keywords: waste and paper avoidance. The body shop and assembly are already largely paper 

free. New projects, such as a maintenance app that eliminates the need for conventional, written 

records, also save paper. Logistics is currently testing digital labels, which should also make a 

contribution: Electronic labels will thus replace paper stickers on the shelves with parts 

containers. These are not only extremely energy efficient, but also can be easily reprogrammed 

in the event of changes. This is a key advantage over the conventional disposable labels. An Audi 

project team is also working with suppliers on additional solutions for systematically reducing 

packaging and thus waste. 

 

The perfect blend of smart factory and precise craftsmanship 

High quality, high performance and a passion for detail have always been distinctive features of 

the Böllinger Höfe. The Audi R8 has been built here since 2014. The sports car craft-scale 

production facility, which is part of the Audi Neckarsulm site, was expanded, upgraded and 

retooled in 2019 for the integration of the e-tron GT*. The two most powerful and fastest series 

production Audi models ever are manufactured here. “The production of two technically 

completely different cars on one assembly line is unique within the Group,” says Production 

Head Wolfgang Schanz. “Integration of the fully electric, four-door coupe transformed our 

small-series production facility at Audi Böllinger Höfe into a highly flexible, high-tech production 

facility that nevertheless retains its craft-scale character.” Customers will be able to place their 

orders for the fully electric Gran Turismo shortly after the world premiere early next year. 
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The Audi Group, with its brands Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini, is one of the most successful manufacturers 
of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. It is present in more than 100 markets worldwide 
and produces at 19 locations in 12 countries. 100 percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include Audi Sport GmbH 
(Neckarsulm, Germany), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy), and Ducati Motor 
Holding S.p.A. (Bologna/Italy). 

In 2020, the Audi Group delivered to customers about 1.693 million automobiles of the Audi brand, 7,430 
sports cars of the Lamborghini brand and 48,042 motorcycles of the Ducati brand. In the 2020 fiscal year, 
AUDI AG achieved total revenue of €50.0 billion and an operating profit before special items of €2.7 billion. 
At present, 87,000 people work for the company all over the world, 60,000 of them in Germany. With new 
models, innovative mobility offerings and other attractive services, Audi is becoming a provider of 
sustainable, individual premium mobility. 

 

 
Fuel consumption of the models named above 
Information on fuel/electricity consumption and CO2 emissions in ranges depending on the tires and alloy 
wheel rims used and on the equipment and accessories of the car. 

 
Audi e-tron GT 
Combined electric power consumption in kWh/100 km (62.1 mi): 21,8–19,9 (WLTP); 
19,6 – 18,8 (NEDC); combined CO2 emissions in g/km (g/mi): 0 (0) 
 
The indicated consumption and emissions values were determined according to the legally specified 
measuring methods. Since September 1, 2017, type approval for certain new vehicles has been performed 
in accordance with the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), a more realistic test 
procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. Since September 1, 2018, the WLTP has 
gradually replaced the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). Due to the realistic test conditions, the fuel 
consumption and CO2 emission values measured are in many cases higher than the values measured 
according to the NEDC. Vehicle taxation could change accordingly as of September 1, 2018. Additional 
information about the differences between WLTP and NEDC is available at www.audi.de/wltp. 

At the moment, it is still mandatory to communicate the NEDC values. In the case of new vehicles for which 
type approval was performed using WLTP, the NEDC values are derived from the WLTP values. WLTP values 
can be provided voluntarily until their use becomes mandatory. If NEDC values are indicated as a range, they 
do not refer to one, specific vehicle and are not an integral element of the offer. They are provided only for 
the purpose of comparison between the various vehicle types. Additional equipment and accessories 
(attachment parts, tire size, etc.) can change relevant vehicle parameters, such as weight, rolling resistance 
and aerodynamics and, like weather and traffic conditions as well as individual driving style, influence a 
vehicle’s electrical consumption, CO2 emissions and performance figures.  

Further information on official fuel consumption figures and the official specific CO2 emissions of new 
passenger cars can be found in the “Guide on the fuel economy, CO2 emissions and power consumption of all 
new passenger car models,” which is available free of charge at all sales dealerships and from DAT Deutsche 
Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, Germany 
(www.dat.de). 


